
Security & Compliance: 

SOC2, HIPAA, PCI DSS 


Industry-recognized certifications for your 

cloud infrastructure


Leverage the best cloud security and compliance standards and make your 

organization prepared for all the known or unknown vulnerabilities. For any 

business, your security and compliance posture directly impacts the amount of 

trust you garner among your customers.

AWS Audit Manager Integration

We also leverage the AWS Audit Manager that makes it easy to regularly audit 

the standards for security and compliance. You can take a bird’s eye view of your 

policies and procedures and prepare audit-ready reports. 

Granular Access 
Control 


Data-at-Rest & Data-
in-Transit Encryption 
Encrypt your data while it is 
stored or moved. Avoid 
vulnerabilities such as data 
exfiltration or instances when 
the system is compromised.

Authenticate and authorize data 
access with granular access 
control and manage your data 
and other assets with a 
centralized system. 

Benefits


Continuous Risk and 
Compliance 
Assessment 

SOC2  / ISO 27001 
Audit 

Strong 
Authentication 
Mechanisms 

Industry-recognized attestation 
and certifications that give you 
control and autonomy to 
implement policies and 
processes without disrupting 
customers’ trust.

We help you maintain the 
authentication and integrity of 
your data by verifying it from 
source to destination at every 
stage with strong encryption.

We follow a regime to assess 
and maintain high standards of 
security and compliance to save 
your system from any risk.



Why Consider Security and Compliance

Protecting your assets and tools from online threats requires an expert eye and 

constant vigilance as a single security vulnerability can lead to catastrophic 

effects, be it a loss of trust or service failure. Ibexlabs has the expertise to create 

flexible security solutions that will keep everything running fast at scale. And we 

are also available on the AWS Marketplace.

Work At Scale
By centralizing AWS security resources, deploy necessary security services 

across several regions (IDS, firewalls, proxies, etc.)

Protect Important Data
Optimize infrastructural resilience against cyberthreats, such as DDoS/DoS 

and malware attacks with automated security and compliance updates.

Your Company, Your Playbook
Create a customized security framework built around the threats you face. 

From Firewall and Networking Infrastructure to File Integrity Monitoring 

(FIM), Intrusion Detections and Prevention (IDS/IPS) and more, monitor 

the security posture of the entire infrastructure, and address 

vulnerabilities quickly.


Tim Heger
Healthbridge Financial

"I was looking for a strategic partner to help me create and implement a 
very robust, HIPAA compliant, and secure AWS infrastructure. I've been 
very impressed with the entire Ibexlabs team and highly recommend 
others to work with them."

Immersion Days Offer (Remediation + Industry 
Certification

 WAR Remediation at Net 0 cost to customer. I.e any remediation on the 

gaps indentified during WAR to be done at $5000 which is equivalent 

to the AWS credits eligible for the customer

 15% discount across all tiers on Pen Testing offering by Ibexlab

 Get SOC 2 (Type 1) Certified in 90 Days at $1499

 Get SOC 2 (Type 12) Certified $24999


Segment: Startup and SMB 

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/prodview-sf7t5kvtu4m54?sr=0-5&ref_=beagle&applicationId=AWSMPContessa
https://www.ibexlabs.com/case_studies/healthbridge-financial/


About Ibexlabs
Ibexlabs is an AWS Advanced Consulting Partner that provides startups and SMBs 

with custom cloud consulting, cloud migration, DevSecOps, and managed 

security services. With 100+ AWS certifications covering four Competencies and 

seven Service Delivery Programs, we deliver innovation, deep expertise, and an 

agile framework to meet the acute business and technical demands of our 

customers. As a Partner with competencies in AWS Security and AWS Level 1 

Managed Security Services, and being an AWS Well-Architected Partner, Ibexlabs 

applies AWS best practices to design and build cloud solutions that meet the 

highest standards of governance, security, and compliance, such as SOC2, PCI, 

HIPAA, and HiTrust.Ibexlabs can be contacted at engage@ibexlabs.com or 

www.ibexlabs.com.

engage@Ibexlabs.com


www.Ibexlabs.com


